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Characters in order of appearance

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE ............ GRANT HARRY
MRS. BRAMSOM .................. BARBARA DUNKLEY
OLIVIA (HER NIECE-COMPANION) .... DOREEN MAUND
HUBERT LAURIE ................... GRANT HARRY
MRS. TERENCE .................... MARIE SIMMONS
DORA ....................... MARGARET SANDO
INSPECTOR BELSIZE ............ FRANK CASPERS
DANNY ....................... BRIAN BERGIN

Sets & Stage Management - Brian Harper

Production
MARGERY IRVING

THE SCENE: The Living-room of Mrs. Bramson's cottage in the Shepperley Woods.
THE TIME: The present.

PRODUCER'S NOTE

THE play "Night Must Fall" is, to use an Americanism, "a tough assignment in anybody’s language"; for students to tackle it is more or less courting disaster.

We realised this before the present attempt at production was made... We still feel our effort was worth while.

MARGERY IRVING.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE GUILD

Patrons:
Dr. T. D. Campbell
Professor John Bishop
Mr. Frank S. Johnston
Professor J. G. Cornell
Dr. C. E. Fenner

Committee:
Miss T. Baulderstone
Miss Enid Brown
Miss S. Davies
Miss Rosemary Fitch
Miss Patricia Hackett
Mr. Roy Leaney
Mr. H. W. Piper
Mrs. I. Thomas
Miss G. D. Walsh
Miss Doreen Maund
Mr. Bruce Marsden

Miss Enid Lewis (Theatre Guild Manager).
Mr. Charles Bannon (Theatre Guild Art Director).

NOTICES
Enquiries regarding Membership and Subscriptions may be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Miss E. Wedd, Harvard Chambers, North Terrace (W 3065), or care of the University.